2004 chevy cavalier dash panel

Chevrolet Cavalier owners have reported 17 problems related to dashboard crack under the
structure category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Chevrolet Cavalier based on all problems reported for
the Cavalier. The whole front dash has many cracks in it and appears to be danger since pieces
are flying off as I drive. See all problems of the Chevrolet Cavalier. The contact owns a
Chevrolet Cavalier. The contact stated that the dashboard cracked causing sharp edges. The
contact also stated that there were cracks were near the air bags. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 96,
I own a Chevrolet Cavalier with severe strutural integrity problems relating to the dash board
body. The problem is not simply a crack in the front windshield panel which is common on
these cars , but the entire dash is cracking from within and throughout the body of the dash.
After recently removing the top part of the dash, it was discovered that even the supporting
structure around the passanger air bag unit is cracked and broken away. This could result in a
failure of the air bag system. All of the plastic within the body of the dash is extremely brittle
and pieces of plastic actually fall in to the floorboard while driving sometimes. I am certain that
the passanger air bag will not deploy properly since it is no longer secured correctly and this
could pose a serious safety concern for a passanger in the vehicle in the event of a collision.
The contact stated that the dashboard had three cracks in it which allowed cold air to enter the
vehicle. The failure also caused the windshield to become foggy making visibility poor. There
was a crack located on the passenger side vent on the dashboard and the other two cracks
were located in the middle of the dashboard by the defrost vent which failed to minimize the fog.
The manufacturer stated that the repair cost would be covered but later notified the contact that
since the case was closed, the cost would not be covered. The vehicle was not repaired. The
approximate failure mileage was 72, Windshield cracked without warning- no outside forces eg.
Rock in the middle about 12 months ago. Worried about safety bags operating correctly. Know
of many other Cavaliers with same dashboard problem. The dashboard cracked and I still have
not been able to get it fixed I have learned since then that this is a common problem for the
Chevrolet Cavaliers and I worry that if I get into an accident that my airbags wont properly
deploy because of the cracked dashboard. Now my windshield fogs up causing visibility issues
because of the leaks caused by the cracking. Dash board cracked and was replaced once
already and needs to be replaced again and dealers refused. The dashboard is almost
completely gone and it starts with a crack in the middle near windshield and then the whole
dash goes even around the heater and radio area. I firmly believe that this is dangerous since
none of the instruments are working properly now. There is plastic falling off everytime you
drive the car and hit the slightest bump in the road. The top of the dash cracked where it joins
into the windshield. The consumer is concerned that this may cause the air bags to deploy. The
dashboard developing cracks without warning. The dealer states the dash material needs to be
replaced. The consumer is concerned that the airbags will be defected. Please provide
additional information. The dashboard developed cracks without warning. The dealer states the
dash material needs be to replaced. The cause has yet to be determined. The trim around my
dashboard continues to crack in the same place. It has been replaced twice already. Everyone
that I know has the same problem with the same type of vehicle. A friend has a Cavalier with the
same damage. My son has a Cavalier, same damage. My wife has a coworker and I have 2
coworkers that also own Cavaliers, same damage. I have been told that it is a stress fracture.
The consumer stated that the trim around the dashboard and radio cracked and peeled off. The
consumer was afraid that if there was an accident or if he hit something, in addition to the air
bags deploying, pieces of this plastic would come off, injuring or harming him. The consumer
stated he had never seen anything like it. The strip of plastic that runs behind the dashboard,
closest to the windshield cracked right down the middle. Took it to the dealership and they
stated it was probably because of temperature. In order to fix the crack the entire dash would
have to be replaced. I use a protectant on my interior and a windsheild shade as well when I
leave my car parked. The crack is very unsightly on such a new car and I cannot afford to
replace my entire dashboard. Dashboard is cracking near windshield in the center. Contacted
dealer, and dealer glued it into place, but remedy did not work for long, problem reoccurred. The
dash mount on Cavalier cracked in center. Gm dealer said I cracked it ,but there are 7 more
Cavaliers in my work parking lot alone with the same center crack in the dash mount. Gm
treated me very poorly when I reported it, I am not very happy with the run-a-round , since my
father worked 30 years for gm in the willmington DE. Dashboard cracked in middle about 6
months after I bought in and kept cracking. Called dealership , who said not a safety issue.
Dashboard board collapsed on my Chevrolet Cavalier ,and I have since other cars with the same
defect. Can you please look in to this matter thank you in advance. Car Problems. Dashboard
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Structure related problems of Chevrolet Cavalier. Problem Category Number of Problems Body
problems Body problems. Structure problems. Door problems. Frame And Members problems.
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out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Chevrolet Cavalier based on all problems
reported for the Cavalier. My chevy Cavalier speedometer quit working. This seems to be a
common problem with this vehicle. A recall is in order!. The speedometer sticks and does not
report accurate vehicle speed. Above a certain speed the gauge will freeze and be unusable.
This happened without warning while I was driving on the highway and could easily have
caused an accident. This is a known safety issue on other GMC cars from the same time period
mine is a In addition to the speedometer, the tachometer and the fuel gauge are also completely
inoperable. The whole instrument cluster is defective. It is incredibly dangerous and expensive
to repair, and should be covered under the same recall as the other Chevrolet products. The
contact owns a Chevrolet Cavalier. While examining the vehicle the contact noticed that the
instrument panel gauges were not functioning. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where the
contact was informed that the instrument panel would need to be replaced. The vehicle was not
repaired. The current mileage was 61, and the failure mileage was 60, Which started off as an
intermittent problem and became worse. The gas gauge needle then started blocking the
temperature gauge, which caused that needle not to work properly. The gas gauge and
temperature needle were facing the steering wheel. It was sometime in Nov. Every once in a
while it will register the speed but it is not correct. I have seen a lot of complaints about this
same problem with the same car model. And from what I have learned online this can be a very
expensive repair. There really should be a recall on this part. All drivers need to know what their
speed is in order to be safe and responsible driver. Consumer states temp gauge looses its
bearings and ends up over in the speedometer area and speedometer will not go pass 11 mph. I
own a Chevrolet Cavalier LS with 36, miles on it. Yesterday, I went to drive the car and had "no
speedometer" function the needle just sat on "0 mph" no matter what speed I drove. I feel that
this is a major safety issue and needs to be addressed. I have also read of the many hundreds
of reported failures of the same kind concerning the instrument panel in these and many other
gm products built during the years through I find this instrument panel problem a serious
driving concern for all who share the road. I also have been in discussions with others who
have experienced this problem and there is a suggestion from the gm dealers that the problems
of the "old gm" are not the problems of the "new gm Shame on you for not declaring this a
"recall" for the Cavalier instrument panel. I still have the car and have not had the problem
repaired. This reminds me of the lack of a recall for the 3. Hope the new gm gets its act together
fast. As for me I will be spending my hard-earned dollars on japanese. Temperature gauge has
flipped and is blocking my speedometer needle from reading correctly. All gauges on
instrument panel quit working completely at first but now move around backwards or any
direction they choose. Never correct!!!!! On June 15, my entire cluster gauge started acting
funny. I did some research to find out I was not the only one who owner a Cavalier and the
gauges go all haywire. I feel this is a safety concern and should be reviewed. The speedometer
does not work properly. I once started it after it had been sitting in a hot parking lot for 8 hours
and the needle was maxed out again, before it was even shifted out of park. I have read that this
problem has been experienced by many people with chevy Cavaliers not just model. It started
around 5 months ago it says your going mph when only going 30 mph. Now it all over the place
and the tach doesn't always work right either so you cant go by that. It is very dangerous trying
to guess your speed. I have looked all over the internet only to find many people having the
same problem. Chevy should have a recall if someone freaks out on a highway alot of people
could really get hurt or even killed. Im sure if someone from chevy teenager had a cav doing
this or got hurt because of this something would be done. Please do something to get this fixed.
It doesn't seem to be a big issue but when people get hurt then it will be. Please for the safety of
people on the road tell gm they have a problem. The instrument cluster on my Chevrolet
Cavalier has failed to operate properly. I have a chevy Cavalier and recently the speedometer
has just stopped working. Sometimes it decides to work due to weather conditions, but most
likely it is on 80mph when im doing 20mph or it just sits at the bottom all together. I was about
to have a mechanic fix my car and I did some online research. Read more The speedometer and
tach quit working or are reading the wrong speeds on my Chevrolet Cavalier. I can be at a stop

sign and the gage shows 40mph. I can be going down the interstate and it shows 30 mph.
Sometimes it doesn't work at all. Whenever the contact started her vehicle she noticed that the
instrument panel displayed incorrect information. The vehicle has not been diagnosed by the
dealership and there were no prior warnings. The current and failure mileages were Instrument
cluster on my Chevrolet Cavalier started malfunctioning in late December First the gas gauge
stop working, then the temperature gauge beacuse the gas gauge interfered. Now July 10 The
speedometer has also stopped functioning properly because the temperature gauge interfered
with it. This is very dangerous. I emailed gm but no response. Not fair at all, this should be a
recall by gm because of the safety issue. The speedometer on my Chevrolet Cavalier has failed
at the 50, mile mark. There is no way for me to tell the accurate speed I am driving. The
instrument cluster is not giving the right speed you are going and the tach is not giving the
rpms it stays on 0. Speed needle goes all the way around as to as far it can go and it stays there
for a few days. The easiest way to put this is the chevy Cavalier instrument panel is messed up,
it first started approximately 3 months ago when my speedometer would read 40mph when I
was idling, and now the needle is buried past mph even when im going 20mph. Now the gas
gauge has gotten messed up too its needle is buried blocking the temperature needle from
advancing which would cause overheating and braking problems. Honestly I am kind of scared
to drive this car with my family in it due to chevy not wanting to replace this widely known
problem, I greatly appreciate you taking your time for reading this. Gauges in car is not working.
Read on your site there is another 65 people who have the same problem. Speedometer and
other gauges going haywire. At times I have no idea what speed I am going. I can be stopped at
a redlight and my speedometer reads 90mph. Or I can be keeping with the flow of traffic on
route 30 and it reads 20mph. My speedometer has stopped working. It has been repaired once
and has started not functioning again. It occasionally works correctly, but mostly it goes up to a
high reading and sticks there. The speedometer does not read accurately. Sometimes it reads
too fast and sometimes too slow. No accidents have occurred, but the potential is there. The
problem is sporadic, happening over the course of a day, several days a week. I have not had it
repaired. My speedometer is malfunctioning. It is setting on 65 when stopped. Then for no
reason it starts working again. I took it in to a chevy dealership they said nothing was wrong, I
am still under warranty. I only have one car, I have to drive to work. But this is scary and
dangerous. Not to mention I could get a ticket. My Chevrolet Cavalier has instrument cluster
issues. The speedometer, tachometer, fuel and temperature gauges do not work properly. I have
read many post from Cavalier owners with the same problem. It is a safety issue since I cannot
tell how fast I am going. The gauges on my Cavalier are all messed up. Sometimes the only
gage that works are my rpm gauges. All the other gauges: the gas gage, the thermometer
gauges and the mph gage never work right. I can't tell how fast I am going, how much gas is in
the car or if it's going to overheat on me or not. It will not reset. This has been going on for two
years. I have a Chevrolet Cavalier 2-dr coupe. The instrument panel is not working correctly.
The gas gauge pointer works only part of the time. It will show 0 zero gas, even after a fill-up.
The temperature gauge works the same way, sometimes, the pointer will move and sometimes it
stays at the 0 temperature position, even while being driven. The speedometer pointers turns
counter-clockwise. The only gauge that seems to work properly so far is the tachometer gauge.
The car was purchased new and has about 53, miles on it. Odometer would not read correctly
and would end up over mph and get stuck. Eventually would make it to 0 and work for a couple
days and the go back over mph. While it was over if you started the car the fuel gauge would
turn towards the temp gauge. Took car to the dealer and had to replace the entire instrument
cluster. Defective stepper motors on the cluster instrument panel. Now affecting fuel
gauge,speedometer,and tachometer on about a year now. Just found out what is causing the
problem. Gm already recalled trucks and SUV's. No recall on cars yet. All four gauges that make
up the instrument panel cluster lr fuel, temp, speed and tech will show zero reading or varies
reading that have nothing to do with reality. By turning the key numerous times I can reset the
speedometer back to zero and then use the vehicle, till at a random time it will just increase in
speed shown. I feel this is a safety issue and there should be a recall. Gm has had numerous
complaints and have done zero except charge high fee to fix a defective safety equipment that
they place in the vehicle. The dash board cluster in my chevy Cavalier coupe has problems. The
dials of my gauges are inaccurate. The engine heat gauge dial can cross over intermittently into
my speedometer causing that to get stuck and not work. The heat gauge dial has also been
pointed towards my steering wheel, pointing directly down. My rpm gauge rarely works
correctly. I have taken it into a repair shop to be looked at and was told by the repairman that he
had the same problem with the cluster on his Cavalier. He knew what the problem was as I
described it. He told me how to temporarily correct the problem. This is done by continually
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turning the key in the ignition slightly, until the dials return the normal position, I have to do
this at least once a week. I do not have enough money to fix this and believe it should be
recalled. I have done some investigating of my own on-line and have found that many people
have this problem. In the winter this problem is worse. Car Problems. Instrument Panel problem
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